The Daily Iowan

Don't Miss It JAN. 21

MILITARY BALL

The Military Ball is the biggest Formal of the Year. Plan on Going and Get Your Date. It is the First Big Dance before Christmas Vacation.

DONORS RESPONSE SHOWS INTEREST

Everybody Come
SAVE THE DATE

Union Hold Mass Meeting Tonight

Representatives of Girl's Organizations, Aggies, and Union Hold Mass Meeting Tonight. They are planning to get all of the girls together in order to show the men what is going on in women's lives. The meeting will be held at 8 o'clock in the Union Building.

Iowa Ranks First in Debate League

Xenias in Iowa for Two Years, however

This year Iowa has Four-Four Bracket in the Debate League, and Illinois Two

Iowa has changed in the debate field for the season, 1923, having received more decisions from judges in than either Illinois or Minnesota. The heart for two years. In 1914 Minnesota decisions; given by the Phlo Philo Literary Walter J. Brown and Walter Johnson; paper by Mereyns, the student, will probably give in

Laws and Standards' Association called

The Committee has made extensive fine art expression only. Expression is the medium of the fine arts only. It is not for fine arts purposes.

CUMMING DEFINES ARTS

Shore Graphic and Physical Arts are not in the Same Class as Music

"I am positively using the idea of expressing and will be to create the same art, in the course of fine arts, and in other ways.

To show that music and music and fine arts are in the same class, it is important to show the fine art expression only. Expressions, as for instance, like language, may not, just may not, be used for the expression of an idea.

The methods of an idea in graphic and physical arts, the way it is to be used, is a perfecting a form, is the art of fine arts.

Any group of fifteen girls may adopt the short debate, "Resolved that Iowa should be a fine art expression only. Expressions as for instance, like language, may not, just may not, be used for the expression of an idea."

The Joyful Concentration of Independence," by W. A. Lewis, is the title of the program for the Iowa State Exposition. It is the title of the program for the Iowa State Exposition. It is the title of the program for the Iowa State Exposition.

The following program will also be planned by the Phi Kappa Phi Literary Society: readings, by Eunice Grant, "Resolved, that the United States Navy should be enlarged," by F. P. Brown and Walter Whose, column by Clarence Kosh and Victor M. Barger.

Any group of fifteen girls may adopt the short debate, "Resolved that Iowa should be a fine art expression only. Expressions as for instance, like language, may not, just may not, be used for the expression of an idea." The joy of the Iowa State Exposition is the title of the program for the Iowa State Exposition. It is the title of the program for the Iowa State Exposition.

University of Iowa City, Iowa, Thursday, December 8, 1923.

---

SIDE HEDGES

"Puckette Fourth of July Celebrations" Farnum Canal Type

Puckette's Fourth of July is the greatest day of the year. Every year, the committee has something new and interesting to offer. This year, every day and every day of the week we are going to have something different.

The program for the day will be opened by a speech, "The Promise of Life," by W. R. Crane. It is a speech that will be enjoyed by the members.

The music will be played by the band, "The Puckette Band," under the direction of the band leader, E. W. Tipton.

The program will also include readings, "We're Teaching Our Brother," by Thomas Clark, and "The Promise of Life," by W. R. Crane.

The program will also include readings, "We're Teaching Our Brother," by Thomas Clark, and "The Promise of Life," by W. R. Crane.

The program will also include readings, "We're Teaching Our Brother," by Thomas Clark, and "The Promise of Life," by W. R. Crane.

The program will also include readings, "We're Teaching Our Brother," by Thomas Clark, and "The Promise of Life," by W. R. Crane.

The program will also include readings, "We're Teaching Our Brother," by Thomas Clark, and "The Promise of Life," by W. R. Crane.
Christmas Suggestions at The Freshman Party

By the reader's art the spirit of the Christmas season is an angle that when by the decorations of the house, the group voice, and each listener felt nearly the peace which only Dickens can awaken.

And for the day off was no exception, and with this added light the trifle the interpretation, the form was enhanced. Mr. Spooner had as his task the difficult work of interpreting characters, which are so well-known as to need no further interpretation. He succeeded so admirably that he destroyed no conception already held by his listeners, but only enhanced their appreciation of the author’s masterful ability.

“Dickens,” said Mr. Spooner, “is a great confessor” because the play is true. He teaches us how to live ourselves and how to act toward each other. He fills us with a great attention, and the effect bestowed upon great novelist because his philosophy only Dickens can awaken.

Lovers of Dickens heard a rare bit of THE CHRISTMAS MERRY. For Information, Ask Mr. Spooner. The presentation of “David Copperfield,” by Frank Spooner. Trades turned back into the life of the author himself, from the interest he received in the story. From the interest, a picture of the author himself, a picture of himself ever was a problem. Dickens, also, was there, teaching and bullying in his characteristic way, and as active in other people’s affairs, as he is in his own. His life into the present was given, where, about the first week of February, the fortuitous meeting of friends was followed by a picnic among friends, except for work, like a pocket nutmeg

The Freshman Party DEC. 17

Iowa's Biggest and Best Informal of the Year

Patrons and Patronesses: Messrs. Riemen - Phininay, Bates and Tests
Mesdames Evans, Phininay and Bates

"Punch" Dunkel's Orchestra and Band

Everything Planned to make the best Informal of the Season

Attention, Freshmen
NO FLOWERS!
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This is one of the oldest buildings which has been inaugurated for a million dollars, Michigan union building, and thoroughly adapted in the Beaux Arts style of current fashion. "The molding put at modern democracy," in the age of book by the Michigan union movement, and through its starting primarily for the students themselves, it is hoped to democratize the Union body of that great university. More alone in the non-architectural element working for the proposed union building, but every organization connected with the university is interested in it. Almost any art which has contributed itself to the cause in which future years will distinguish Michigan from other institutions of the kind.

"The idea of getting the students of a university into one central organization is an old one. That the students should find out for themselves the need of a union and should be asked about it is not a great effort for the new building to use success. The thought germinating the union, it will be a distinct connection with the university because its student union as a whole, to which each student will contribute $100,000 from their pocketbooks toward the new house, before appealing to the public. This united effort on the part of the student body for the building, which is to be erected, is one of the campaign promises brilliant
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War Forces Mission Worker from Turkey

TRAVELING EXPERIENCES TODAY

IN INTERVIEW HERE

CHARGED WITH PROTECTING ARTEMISIAN CONVALESCENTS IN TURKEY ARE TERRIBLE

Ralph H. Hill, Cornell college graduate, who lectured last night at the Y. M. C. A. mid-week meeting, and who is an interview yesterday afternoon of his difficulties in getting out of Turkey. Mr. Hill and his wife were in Turkey, where the war broke out. They were working in the mission school and left only when war made necessary the closing of the school.

Encounter Difficulties.

They found it difficult to get out of the country and managed to do so after many more thrilling experiences. They left Athens for Aleppo on a military train which arrived almost over the calm before it was too late as they would not be able to catch the last train. They managed to get there and the other Americans coming from the interior of Turkey. At Aleppo they were arrested by the Austrian police and charged with dumping in the interior of the military forces stamped with the Armenian campaign. After being searched, they were released and they went back to Alexandria to meet the United States warship U.S.S. Mobile. The Mobile was in the harbor and H. H. H. on the boat and the license number compiled it in time to catch the boat. They sailed on Wednesday. They travelled on the Del Mar in Sydney and were transshipped to the Transvaal. The "Turks," said Mr. Hill, "are absolutely ignorant of what they are fighting for. When they heard to train the soldiers it is necessary to clear them which is right hand and which the left hand. Conditions are awful and the suffering cannot be imagined."

INQUIRIES ABOUT PROPHECY

From Albany, N. Y., has come the latest inquiry concerning the phenomena, the movement by Dr. C. Y. Jones (white) which aroused worldwide interest. A man who claims to be a prophet is rapidly gaining fame as he may not disavow his own use.

ALBERT AUTHOR OF ARTICLE

The December number of "Ranger, Greencover, and Observer" comes as an article by Mr. Henry A. ethical "Barkwood," with the report of a multiphase case from the missionary region.

Basketball

Iowa City vs. Lone Tree

High School Gym

Friday Night

First Game of the Season

In this store is now filled to overflowing with suitable Christmas Gifts for women and girls. Gifts which are practical as well as beautiful and which will bring joy and usefulness every moment in the day. Three dresses come in all the desirable materials, silks, serges, poplin and crepe de chien. We also have a complete line of wails and petticoats for stout people.

Stout Dresses

An ideal gift for mother or aunt. These dresses come in all the desirable materials, silks, serges, poplin and crepe de chien. We also have a complete line of wails and petticoats for stout people.

These Make Ideal Gifts

NEW WAISTS, NEW DRESSES
NEW PETTICOATS
NEW FURS
NEW RUGS
NEW CARPET

Extra Special

Be sure to see the new Crepe de Chien night dresses and corsets correct.
The Freshman Party is December 17th
Everybody will Attend this Brilliant Formal
It isn’t always the young woman who pays the most for her gown
that is the best dressed at this Annual Event.
Nor will price alone insure satisfaction in the evening.

Dancing Frocks
Evening Wraps
Fancy Waists

YOU PURCHASE

In judging cloths by the price alone you may miss these very essential qualities.

Real style, correctness, suitability of design, becomingness, expert workmanship.

These qualities you will always find in Vetter’s Evening Frocks, Wraps, Waists, and always at moderate prices.

THE GOLDEN EAGLE

The Store for Iowa Students Xmas Gifts

Gifts for Men and Students

That men may choose for one another or women choose for men, in any circumstances being equally certain that the gift is just what any man would choose for himself.

THE REORGANIZATION SALE
WHICH IS NOW GOING ON
OFFERS AN OPPORTUNITY TO SELECT YOUR CHRISTMAS GOODS FROM A STORE OF $4,500 WORTH OF HOLIDAY GOODS AT A SAVING OF 25 TO 50 PER CENT. THIS EVENT IS ATTRACTING THE VERY CLASS OF MEN AND WOMEN WHO RARELY RESPOND TO SALE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Buy Your Suit and Overcoat Now at a Savings of 25 to 50 Per Cent.

Christmas Suggestions

House Coats
Pajamas
Leather Goods
Traveling Bags
Bath Robes
Toilet Sets

The Golden Eagle

ADLER-RCHESTER CLOTHES
IOWA CITY, IOWA.

MAINE CUPRAIT, SENTINEL DEER

Monday afternoon, Assistant Professor Dil11 received a deer from T. A. James, curator of the Maine state game, at Augusta. It is an unusually fine specimen, and has what is scientifically called, a top paulad head, meaning that they are not set on each of the horns. Mr. James is the same man who sent the fine moose specimen to Prof. Adams a short time ago. The specimen is well preserved, and will be mounted later.

CHICAGO BEGINS WORK

Coed Page and Captain George are in Japan—Wearing Parents' Baseball.

CHICAGO, Dec. 1—Basketball President of the University of Chicago has been started under the direction of Assistant Coach, Buehler, although Press and Taggart George are not returned yet from the base-

ball tip in Japan. Thurs. remat will be available this year—Captains George, all-conference guard, Bill or, forward, and Travillion, forward.

The best possible modulation in the series, under whose position he was drawn on the football team two

weeks. Behr, guard, Marcus, center, Valloans, guard, and Bumford, center, keep the same positions. Travillion and George are al-

most sure of holding down their last year's positions. The team will prob-

ably line George and Huse at guard, Fishel at center, Behr or Bumford,

the other forwards as necessary.

The annual Christmas tip through this and Michigan has been aban-

doned, due to the absence of Press and George. Several practices have been arranged with local pro-

vbal and church teams.

With a record of 13 victories and 1 defeat behind them the basketball team will arrive home from Japan Dec. 16. Of the defeats were at the hands of the Coast team in the prelim.

PHILOSOPHICAL LECTURES END

The series of lectures on "Philos-

ophy," given by the Philosophical Fish, was closed Tuesday evening, by Professor H. H. Clopper, who viewed the evolution and the God idea. These lectures have been a development of our theme of

et, from the notion of an absolute God, external to the world, to go down toward a conception of God as the absolute, putting life of all things, "being toward freedom, law, and perfection. He described the process of evolution from organic development to the very highest type of human life, and considered this total

philosophical development as a manifestation of definite moments of human philosophic progress in

essentially in the surrounding life of

and will.

The members of the class express appreciation as much grated with the tuition which has been shown by the general public, and hope to con-
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